We investigate the Q 2 evolution of parton distributions at small x values, recently obtained in the case of soft initial conditions. The results are in excellent agreement with deep inelastic scattering experimental data from HERA.
The measurements of the deep-inelastic scattering structure function F 2 in HERA 1 have permitted the access to a very interesting kinematical range for testing the theoretical ideas on the behavior of quarks and gluons carrying a very low fraction of momentum of the proton, the so-called small x region. In this limit one expects that non-perturbative effects may give essential contributions. However, the resonable agreement between HERA data and the NLO approximation of perturbative QCD that has been observed for Q 2 > 1GeV 2 (see the recent review in 2 ) indicates that perturbative QCD could describe the evolution of structure functions up to very low Q 2 values, traditionally explained by soft processes.
Here we illustrate the results obtained recently in 3 . These results are the extension to the NLO QCD approximation of previous LO studies 4 . The main ingredients are:
1. Both, the gluon and quark singlet densities are presented in terms of two components ( ′ + ′ and ′ − ′ ) which are obtained from the analytical Q 2 dependent expressions of the corresponding (
where the LO term a + = 12/β 0 and the NLO one b + = 412f /(27β 0 ). Here the coupling constant a s = α s /(4π), β 0 and β 1 are the first two coefficients of QCD β-function and f is the number of active flavors. We have analyzed F 2 HERA data at small x from the H1 coll. 1 . The initial scale of the parton distributions was fixed into the fits to Q although later it was released to study the sensitivity of the fit to the variation of this parameter. The analyzed data region was restricted to x < 0.01 to remain within the kinematical range where our results are accurate. Fig. 1 shows F 2 calculated from the fit with Q 2 > 1 GeV 2 . Only the lower Q 2 bins are shown. One can observe that the NLO result (dot-dashed line) lies closer to the data than the LO curve (dashed line). The lack of agreement between data and lines observed at the lowest x and Q 2 bins suggests that the initial flat behavior should occur at Q 2 lower than 1 GeV 2 . In order to study this point we have done the analysis considering Q 2 0 as a free parameter. Comparing the results of the fits (see 3 ) one can notice the better agreement with the experiment of the NLO curve at fitted Q 2 0 = 0.55GeV 2 (solid curve) which is more apparent at the lowest kinematical bins.
